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Firfizklih which made it worthwhile to be visited 
by such "messengers." 

We can reasonably assume, however, that most 
of these Jews whose tombstones have been re- 
covered were not transient, itinerant persons, but 
were members of an established Jewish community, 
engaged in the pursuit of commerce and trade for 
themselves and probably for the Gh-drid sultans in 
Firfizkfih. 

Without going here into all the philological and 
epigraphical ramifications of the new material, we 
may establish the one important historical result, 
that Firfizkh, from which these inscriptions 
emanated, must be regarded as belonging to those 
medinoth or melchosoth to which Hebrew medieval 
sources have referred so frequently when speaking 
in general terms of Khurdsdn. In addition, they 
offer a most unexpected confirmation of the lit- 
erary reference in the Persian chronicle " Tabaqdt 
i-Ndsirl," as to a Jewish settlement in the Ghfirid 
region. 

5. When did this Jewish community at Firiiz- 
kudh cease to exist? Since the last date on the 
tombstone inscriptions is 1215, we may well assume 
that the Jewish community disappeared when the 

Mongol tribes under Ogeddi swept over this terri- 
tory and destroyed their capital around A. D. 1222. 

What happened to the remnants and survivors 
of the Jewish community at Firiizk-ah? Was the 
destruction of Fir-azkiih a starting-point of a new 
migratory movement into lands further east? Can 
we assume that they moved along the famous cara- 
van route of olden times from Khurdsdn to 
Khwdrizm and to China? Could they be counted 
among those who finally arrived on the soil of 
China at Kai-feng Fu? 

These and similar questions can, at this junc- 
ture, only be asked, but for the present we should 
be grateful for the unexpected light which the 
discovery of those tombstone-inscriptions has shed 
on a hitherto unknown Jewish settlement in 
Central Afghanistan. 

The immediate task arising from the discovery 
of the necropolis at Jam, as has rightly been stated, 
would be the exploration of the region in which 
these stones were found, and to look for the origi- 
nal settlement of those Jews whose bodies were 
placed for eternity in the cemetery, and who rested 
in peace for over seven centuries, until the resting- 
place of some of them was brought out into the 
clear light of history in our own days. 

GLEANINGS IN HARARI GRAMMAR I 

WOLF LESLAU 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, Los ANGELES 

THE LANGUAGE OF HAlRI that is spoken in 
the Moslem city of Hiarar is one of the Ethiopian 
languages for which no exhaustive grammar is in 
existence. Preliminary studies were published by 
F. M. C. Mondon-Vidailhet, La langue harari et 
les dialectes ethiopiens du gouraghe, Paris, 1902, 
p. 1-75; and Marcel Cohen, Etudes d'ethiopien 
meridional, Paris, 1931, p. 234-354. More com- 
plete studies were published by E. Cerulli, Studi 
etiopici. I. Harari, Rome, 1931; and W. Leslau, 
The Verb in Harari, Berkeley and Los Angeles, 
1958. 

There are still many features in the morphology 
and in the syntax that have not been adequately 
investigated because of insufficient number of texts. 
The only existing texts and phrases are those 
of E. Cerulli, op. cit. p. 204-228. I myself had 

occasion to gather a considerable collection of texts 
dealing with various aspects of the life in Harar.1 
The observations of the present article are based on 
these texts. 

I. The Expression of 'While.' E. Cerulli, 
Harar, p. 118 gives numerous examples for 'while' 
expressed by -s- placed between the simple im- 
perfect and the auxiliary -al. Thus, azzd ibadd 
yas-s-'l gidir duf gunc'uzo mahatieu 'mentre egli 
faceva la preghiera, un gran vento le colpi la 
guancia.'2 In my Verb in Harari, p. 22, I like- 
wise give examples for s expressing 'while.' For 
these examples, see below. 

1 Ethiopians speak. Studies in cultural background. 
I. Harari. In press. 

2 The transcription is Cerulli's. 
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In the collection of my Harari texts, however, 
I did not find a single example of 'while' ex- 
pressed by -s-. Instead, the idea of 'while' is ex- 
pressed by -z placed between the simple imperfect 
and the auxiliary -al, the a of which is long. Thus, 
yizihbizdl 'while he drags.' This form contrasts 
with the relative imperfect yizihbizal 'who drags,' 
likewise composed of the simple imperfect followed 
by -z + al, the a of -al being short. Since the 
expression of 'while' through -zal is in contradic- 
tion with the statement made by Cerulli, I investi- 
gated the problem with several ilarari speakers 
and none of them gave me the form with -s-. 

Here are a few examples for -zal expressing the 
relative imperfect and for -zal expressing 'while.' 

Examples for -zal: iiga yiwdllizal bucim 'even a 
dog that roams on the road'; kil bito wdndeil ydszal 
Mayik qdiacn uigac hal 'there are many narrow roads 
that turn toward the left'; yissaftrzalu mdkicnac 
'the cars that travel '; i~si-wa dils yasimzalu 
ind6c'c'um ahad gdrdb-be yitri'alu 'the women who 
sell butter are seen on one side.' 

Examples for -zal: zoxabewu fdtit-be yizihbizjl 
giadba gOmbiriw yuiial 'while he drags what he 
bought by a rope, he leaves the entrance of the 
cattle market'; abdcum indocum yasimzal tirax 
'you see men and women selling' (lit. 'while he 
sells'); witrdi yiqdrzal ydfdijral 'he spends the 
early morning reciting (lit. 'while he recites') the 
prayer book'; igi-be qdddda hayu Otdil tds'zat kit 
gj tiqinat 'while she swings a gourd of milk in 
her hand she directs herself toward Harar'; 
mdihawa yidizdlu-wa- yuiJzalu yddragbu naru 'they 
would bring (them) back and forth while the 
goods come in and go out'; yiiqzdlu fddim yilohol 
'they excuse them knowingly' (lit. 'while they 
known'); ydsimuztlu ydlalu 'they spend the day 
selling' (lit. 'while they sell '). 

I said above that I myself gave examples in my 
Verb in Iarari, p. 22, for 'while' expressed by -s-. 
The examples are: ftriz-be ilit-s-0l qada wddidqa 
'he fell down while he was on his horse '; yiriit-s-al 
qada yiidqal 'he will fall while he runs.' In these 
two examples -s- can be explained as a devoiced 
sound (instead of z) because of the voiceless t. 
The existence of s (instead of z) in yiqirhisal 
'while he guarded' can likewise be explained by 
assimilation of voice. The only example for which 

I have a variant with s and z is y5lsal (and y5lzal) 
ilital 'he walks eating.' 

It would, therefore, seem that 'while' is ex- 
pressed by the simple imperfect+zdl, and not by the 
simple imperfect+sal. 

II. Pseudo-Object Suffix Pronoun. An intran- 
sitive verb or certain passive verbs in the td- 
stem in the relative perfect or imperfect are often 
used with the object suffix pronoun of the 3rd per- 
son, singular, masculine. Most normally it is an 
inta-clause or a hal-clause, that is, the copula inta 
'it is, he is' used with a relative perfect or im- 
perfect, or the verb of presence hal 'he is present, 
it is present' with the relative perfect or imperfect. 
Since one would not expect an object suffix pro- 
noun with an intransitive verb or a passive verb, 
I call this suffix 'a pseudo-object suffix pronoun.' 

Examples for intransitive verbs in the relative 
perfect: y h1aldt zindrew satti assir amdt bjqdd-in 
nar 'it was seventy years ago that this situation 
was (it, zindrew) '; yi zixanewum dirma-wd 
wahaci tunsus gdr-be middabil-zo sdbdb-be zidigew 
gdddafa-be nta 'that which happens (it, zixane- 
wum) is because of the danger that arises owing 
to the coming together of the boys and girls in the 
house of the pre-wedding festivities'; bWMth ag'ib 
zita si'i bdni addm yasa-wd ydttisa-le zdyfirdlcew 
zdtrexdbd-nta 'it is because he performed many 
miracles that human beings were unable (it, 
zdyfirdkew) to perform it or to have performed.' 

Examples for intransitive verbs with the relative 
imperfect: yindbrdzalum mdsgid-le toya-z5-bi nta 
'it is in the neighborhood of the mosque that 
he lives (it, yindbrdzalunt) '; 5rkutum yizdrftzal 
dw&c-zina-w& &yJ&zina qdrnCtb-e inta 'it is espe- 
cially among those equal in age to our fathers and 
mothers that it became serious (it, yizdrfazal) '; 
mdgala-ziya fiz-be yimiiqazal sdlat bdhdr-le inta 'it 
is in the afternoon that the (lit. 'their') market 
is lively (it, yimiiqdzal) '; al y attdy yu'turkzdl 
aldy wkhac&c diid-ziyu-lUm altJ-w& 'while they go 
(it, yithurozol) to another place it is not for their 
love of other girls.' 

Examples for passive verbs in the ti-stem in the 
relative perfect: sum-z5-be nt&-ma zitldqdmew 
yis(&-t-vdl 'since it is in his name that it was col- 
lected (it, zitldqimew) they even give it to him'; 
ziJccxilewum amir nfir zdmdn-be inta 'it was 
in the time of Amir Nfir that it was built (it, 
ziJcjxiilewum) '; zikri kitdb zitkdtdbew gi sinin-be 
ydxnimrnm 'even though the book of Zikri was 

3The a of -al is not long, as against my Verb in 
Harari, p. 19. 
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written (it, zitkdtdbew) in Harari'; ind3c haras 
gar zihdrti-sa zit1Emddew-kut . . . tit-ma tiWq'at 
'when a woman goes to a house of a woman-in- 
childbed she speaks as is customary (it, zitldmidew) 
and enters.' 

Examples for passive verbs in the td-stem in the 
relative imperfect: yidddligazalum qdqdlli-wa 
ddrbi inci-bW nta c 'it is with long pieces of wood 
and with wooden frames that it is made (it, yid- 
ddldgdzalum) '; tittawdqazat hardr sum-bi nta 'it 
is by the name of 'Harar' that she is known (it, 
tittaw~dqazat) '; somdrn mdb3'a-zo-be usu' 5rkuta 
tdsti yissdma'Jzal-be 'because the people feel very 
happy (it, tdsti yissiima'azal) at the coming of 
Ramadan.' 

In the sentence is-ticexdla-le ham misti bdqla 
amdt yiquirrahal 'it is close (it, yiqufrrahal) to 
five hundred years since it was built,' the pseudo- 
object suffix is used with an intransitive verb, the 
imperfect of which does not have the relative 
structure. 

This structure throws light on a similar struc- 
ture in Amharic where the form can be interpreted 
as being either the article or the object suffix pro- 
noun. I refer to the yd-structure with the copula 
in sentences such as ydmmimdtaw ndgd rndw 'it is 
tomorrow that he will come'; yammimdtut niigd 
nraw 'it is tomorrow that they will come'; yaldq- 
qdsdw bakkaste bet ndbbdr 'it was in my aunt's 
house that he mourned'; yaldqqdsut tanantanna 
nabbair 'it was yesterday that they mourned.' In 
all these examples, the -w (of ydmmimdtaw, yaldq- 
qadsdw), -t (of ydmmimdtut, yaldqqdsut) can be 
either the article used with the yd-clause or the 
object suffix pronoun. Since in Harari the suffixes 
of above-mentioned examples can be only those of 
the object suffix pronouns, it is reasonable to 
assume that in Amharic, too, these suffixes are 
those of the object suffix pronoun and not of the 
article.4 This object suffix pronoun in our ex- 
amples with intransitive or passive verbs could 
probably be interpreted as an 'internal' direct 
object. Thus an Amharic sentence such as ydm- 
mim-dtaw niigd ndw could mean 'that he comes it 
(namely 'the coming') is tomorrow.' It is in the 
same manner that the Harari sentences can be 
interpreted. 

III. Possessive Suffix Pronouns. The posses- 
sive suffix pronouns of Harari are: 

Sg. 3m. -zo PI. 3c. -ziyu 
3f. -ze 
2m. -xa 2c. -xo 
2f. -xas 
Ic. -e ic. -zina, -zinia 

Outside of these possessive suffix pronouns, 
Harari has a suffix pronoun of the generalized 
impersonal 'one's,' a suffix pronoun that has not 
been noticed in any other Ethiopian language. 
This suffix pronoun is -xmd. Examples: gelrxd 
bah rnitra'a 'the meeting with one's friend'; 
banddrxdd-be 'from one's own country; toyaxad-be 
'in one's neighborhood.' 

While the element -xa reminds one of the suffix 
pronoun of the 2nd masculine, singular, the ele- 
ment -d is enigmatic. It could possibly be identi- 
fied with Somali 'id 'person, somebody' becoming 
id, -d in Harari.5 

With gar&6 'family' (plural of gdr 'house'), 
the suffix pronoun of the 3rd plural -ziyu 'their' 
is used the meaning of 'his, her.' Examples: 
zdtxitsa ligi wdldi-le gqrd&ziyu sdte-me ' (if) her 
family (gdrdJ-ziyu) gives her to a boy whom she 
does not like; qahat wdldi ilawa tindsi-mca gar 
t4si qjssi gdrac-ziyu tdhay-bet tinrbrat 'until the 
daughter marries and forms a family she remains 
under her family (gjrd&ziyu) '; gar&c-ziyu wdn- 
ddq haldyu gir 'if his family (gdrac-ziyu) has a 
servant.' 

In one example the suffix pronoun -ziyu for 
'her' is used with gdr 'house.' Thus, moy-be 
yirj-kut qahat gdr-ziyu ilgaw yitgirJgdbal 'he 
passes back and forth along the road of the girl's 
house (lit. 'of-their-house the-road') so that he 
may see her.' 

The suffix pronoun -ziyu for 'his, her' with 
gardc 'family' is not used here for the expression 
of respect 'His, Her,' but most probably to indi- 
cate that the boy or the girl mentioned in the 
sentence is not the only member of the family. 
Therefore, the family referred to is not 'his' or 
'her,' but 'their,' he or she being only one of the 
members of the family. 

IV. Positional Relation in a Combination of 
Nouns. The positional relation6 is expressed in 

4 M. Cohen, TraitM de langue amharique, p. 121, 
interprets it as article. 

5 The existence of Somali 'id was brought to my at- 
tention by Robert Hetzron. 

"I call 'positional relation' the relation that is 
expressed in English by prepositions and in the various 
Ethiopian languages by prepositions, or postpositions, 
or both. 
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ilarari with postpositions. When two nouns are 
connected with -w& 'and,' the postposition, as a 
rule, is placed after the 2nd noun. 

With -be 'in, on, by, with': M-qdt duckkin-wd 
bdsir dukkdn-be ydsimzal&c 'those who sell in 
grocery stores and in meat stores'; gimila-wd 
biqdl-be kiltino 'while they loaded on camels and 
mules'; fara-wet rdn'i-be yitbirardqal 'it is em- 
bellished by adzing and painting'; sakhara-wa 
qorqorro-be zic6'iilo tittit dukkandc' halu 'there 
are shops built with wooden planks and corrugated 
iron'; kirar-wet zifdn-be ydmsasalu 'they spend 
the evening (playing) the kirdr-instrument7 and 
singing. 

Note the meaning of -wa 'or' in the sentence 
hilqi siddisti-wa s&tti-be huluf yilitmil 'the num- 
ber does not exceed five or six.' The meaning of 
'or' in this sentence is conditioned by the ele- 
ment of elative -be. 

With -le 'to, for': argdttac-wd tumurac-le 
ydsimalu 'they sell to Gallas and Somalis'; 
mordd-w, misqdl-le 'for bringing down and pick- 
ing up.' 

With -bah 'with, together with': ayac mis- 
lolahti-wa disti-bah aliwada-wa gdr yitgirigdbalu 
'the women go back and forth (between) the 
kitchen and the house with clay pots and iron 
pots'; usu'Jcum liban&t-wa att-bah ziyara yiuhur- 
bohol 'the people visit it with incense and cat.' 8 

With hisab-be ' about, approximately': gidir 
usu'Jic s5za keo'ot sa'a-wa Si'isti sa'a hisab-be tdbtdb 
bayti yiglalu 'elderly people begin to get ready 
about two o'clock or three o'clock in the morning.' 

With mrbena-be 'between': ahad ddrma mugad- 
wa qahat mugad mu7bjna-be ddd hal gir 'if there 
is a friendship between a mugad9 of young men 
and a mugad of young girls.' 

The first noun is not followed by -wa ' and,' the 
two nouns being used as a compound: mdwta' 
margdgdb-le 'for exit and entrance.' 

Occasionally the postposition is used after every 
noun, the 1st noun being followed by -wa 'and.' 
Example: yim s5mdn mdb5'a-le-wj ardfa mdbo'a-le 
inta 'this is for the entering of Ramadan and of 
Arafa.' 10 

The postposition after each noun can be fol- 
lowed by the enclitic -mi, the first noun not having 

-wa. Examples: gi bdnddr mdtwdxdb-lem miiisma- 
lem yidiu nor 'they would come for buying and 
selling'; af3ca bim ahlindit-bim ydcohol 'they ex- 
clude them from the afdc'1l and the community.' 

In a combination of three nouns, the Ist noun 
is followed by -wa 'and,' the two other nouns have 
the postposition -be in yik1uta-be tdsti-wa fahni-be 
allaw ibada-be huluf yasohol 'thus they spend the 
time in joy, enthusiasm and worship of Allah.' 

If the nouns have possessive suffix pronouns, 
the suffix pronouns are used with both nouns, the 
1st noun is followed by the conjunction -wa ' and' 
and the postposition is used with the 2nd noun. 
Examples: wigvndt-zj-wa aliqot-zi-be zidi a ' be- 
cause of her youth and inexperience'; ariiz gar- 
ze-wa haras gar-zi-be ' in her honeymoon period 
and in her woman-in-childbed period'; ni'mit or 
dildga-zina-wa alla iigaw mdtxat~d-zii-a-1e mukafa'a 
inta 'blessing is a reward for our good deeds and 
for our following the road of Allah.' 

The postposition is used with both nouns in 
bad-ziyu-lP-wa ruh-ziyu-le yiqinmyu-wd yitdfdyu 
hJsawa ysJzdlu 'while they converse about what 
is advantageous and disadvantageous for their 
country and for themselves.' In this structure 
the nouns form less of a unit than in the struc- 
ture in which the postposition is used only with 
the 2nd noun. 

In a succession of three nouns, the 1st noun is 
followed by -wa ' and,' the 2nd noun has the suffix 
pronoun followed by -wa 'and,' the 3rd noun has 
the postposition, in dilgot-wa rahab-z5-wd tirra-be 
luqusw yil-ma 'he feels exhausted by fatigue, hun- 
ger and thirst.' 

With the various expressions for ' or ' placed 
between two nouns, the postposition is used with 
the 2nd noun. Examples: tirrazow gohoy imman 
tdiYi-be yisdbral 'he quenches his thirst with beer 
or with honeyed water'; gdbdta immdn sahna-be 
yisbohol 'one puts it in a bowl or in a plate; ko'ot 
silin imman S~i'iUsti Sti'ln-be aqara yiixbal 'he buys 
a bundle for two shillings or three shillings' 
tyi9ji gao-wa diis immdn sukkar bah yiddaldgal 
'honeyed water is made with gso,'2 honey or 
sugar '; mfiriinie satti awinu iit sa'a kuita-be bdrca- 
ziyu-le yidgebalu 'the friends sit down for their 
M&t-ceremony at about seven or eight o'clock.' 

7 kirir is a one-stringed musical instrument. 
8 cat is a narcotic plant. 
9mugdd is an association of young boys or young girls. 
10 These are Moslem religious holidays. 

11 afoca is an association of people living in the same 
neighborhood. 

12 geso is a plant with which native beer is made. 
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There are examples with 'or' in which the post- 
position is used with every noun. Thus, nus 
Silin-be imman ahad iltn-be yitbjqal 'he is satis- 
fied with half a shilling or a shilling'; mdtwaxdb- 
le u'dlan msWma-le 'for buying or for selling'; 
mdsima-le altdnum mjsdb-le yitfirdkdhdl 'it is 
possible for her to sell or to share.' It is possible 
that in this structure the nouns express an opposi- 
tion rather than an alternative. 

In the expression with imman . . . wdlnin 
'either . . . or,' the postposition is used with 
the second noun. Thus, imman un wdldnin lIibin- 
be yiJccxalal 'it is built either with stone or with 
bricks.' 

V. Nominalization of the Relative Verb Form. 
A relative verb form,13 that is, either the perfect 
or the imperfect with the relative element, often 
takes nominal markers. The nominal markers 
encountered in the texts are: -mit for the expres- 
sion of the abstract; -zo for the article; and the 
nominal marker -de of the plural. 

The marker -nat 
The nominal marker -mat used for the expres- 

sion of the abstract 14 can be suffixed to a relative 
perfect or imperfect. 

Examples with the relative perfect: adduniniitu 
zdqsadndtu ydrdniizal inta 'it shows us that he 
despises the world' (zdqs'dnitu 'the fact of that- 
he-despised,' from ziiqsat 'that he despised '+ndt+u, 
direct object marker); tihgra-be ahad in zindrti- 
natu marsa 3jlbdndm 'we should not forget that it 
was the only center in business' (zindrtinaitu 'the 
fact of that-she-was,' from zindrti 'she who 
was '+nadt+u of the direct object); din-wa imar-be 
duq zis7ndt-le murada-zo attay yiibfrddyu-kuta 
tdf&'ul inta 'the fact that he made them reach 
the goal in religion and faith is an omen that he 
may make them reach the occasion of his wedding' 
(duq zaAsonfit-le 'because of the fact that he made 
them reach the goal,' from duq z&s5 'he who made 
them reach the goal '+nit+le 'because of'). 

Examples with the relative imperfect: qurdn 
gi mahra-z5-be Mis yiliyuzalniitu yiiqal 'he knows 

that they are happy at his going to school' (tds 
yildyuzalndtu 'the fact of that-they-are-happy,' 
from Ws yiliyuzal 'that which makes them 
happy'+ndt+u of the direct object); sdmdn aman 
yildnzalnituiwum yarinahal 'it shows us that 
Ramadan says farwell to us' (yildnzalniituwum 
'the fact of that-it-says-to-us,' from yilinzal 'he 
who says to us'+ndt+qu of the direct object+wum, 
enclitic); min ayna tdsti-be ydnqirrozalndtu 
ydrdnahal 'it shows us with what kind of joy 
they wait for it' (ydnqitrrozalndtu 'the fact of 
that-they-wait-for-it,' from ydnqirrozal 'they who 
wait for it'+ndt+u of the direct object). 

The marker -nat is also used with zdTba 'that 
is upon him' (from z-itba) and with zdlta 'that 
it is not' (from z-dlta). Examples: zflbdnditu 
mora'-le inta 'it is to show his duty' (zalbdnitu 
'the fact of that-it-is-upon-him,' from zalbd+- 
ndt+u); amdn hangfir zdiltanat tdrd'eyu gir 'if it 
seems to them that the food is not good' (zdltandt 
'the fact of that-it-is-not,' from zdlta+nit). 

The possessive suffix pronoun -zo 
The relative perfect or imperfect is also used 

with the nominal possessive suffix pronoun of the 
3rd pers. masc. sg. -zo, pl. -ziyum used as article. 

Examples: zigfiddrd-zo ge awragg-nta 'the 
biggest one is the province of ilarar ' (from 
ziglidra 'he that was big'?zo); ddrma-wa wdha- 
ctm ydagddrazal-zo azzo bMihdr-lM-nta 'it is after 
this that the young men and women celebrate it' 
(from ydgddrdzal 'he who celebrates it '+zo); 
i1cdtbjzax-zom yiwu-z5z5-tta 'it is indeed that 
which I am writing ' (from ilcdtbazax 'I who 
write it '+z5-m). 

As in Amharic, there are verbs in ilarari that 
are used in the simple imperfect without any ele- 
ment of subordination. In Amharic these verbs 
have the meaning of adverbs. Examples: lcabbatu 
yabdlt annatun yawidddal ' he loves his mother 
more than his father' (yabitl, simple imperfect 
of b&llitd '"exceed'); kdduro yalaq ahun wadda 
niw 'it is more expensive now than before ' (yalaq, 
simple imperfect of laqi 'be more'). 

The verbs of this kind are likewise used in 
Harari in the simple imperfect (without relative 
element) with the nominal suffix pronoun -zo, 
-ziyu suffixed to them. Examples: yibdzhi-zo 
arliqe gar inta 'the majority are liquor stores' or 
'its majority are liquor stores' (yibdzhi 'it is 

as A 'relative verb form' is the perfect or the im- 
perfect used with the relative element. With the copula 
inta 'it is,' this form expresses either a relative clause 
or an event clause 'that.' 

14 For -ndt with nouns for the expression of abstracts, 
cf. aldqindt 'ignorance,' dIlldlnat 'the quality of a re- 
tailer,' and others. 
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numerous,' from bdzaha) ; yansi-ziyum bdri q&c6i-be 
yitriixibalu 'a few of them are found outside of 
the gate' (yansi 'it is a few,' from anisa with the 
possessive suffix pronoun -ziyu-m 'their'). 

The nominal plural marker -ac 

The nominal plural marker -&c is suffixed to a 
relative perfect or relative imperfect.15 In the 
relative perfect, the verb for the 3rd person is 
used in the singular. As for the relative imper- 
fect, the verb for the 3rd person is used in the 
singular or in the plural, that is, with or with- 
out -U. 

Examples for the relative perfect+dci : ziqdrV 
gqamrni'um iddi-be yfirdu-ma misa garziyu yiqdnalu 
'all those who have remained [ziqdr(a)+dc] go 
down there and direct themselves to their respec- 
tive places': argdttc6-w& tumur&c6 nugdandt zib '&c 
'the Gallas and Somalis who came [zibo'(a)-ac] as 
customers'; qdbri fin-le qdbri zihArdcum yidigalu 
'those who went [zihkr(a)-ac-um] to the cemetery 
for the tombstone come'; wiibah zitordc wdcddrd6- 
ziyu nirdyuhuna 'we see their donkeys that carry 
[zitor(a)-ac] leaves of maize'; ind5a-6-bim fiz-be 
zittdwidqOc ko'ot intdyu ' there are two that are well 
known [zittdwiq(a)-dc] among the women.' 

With a postposition -le, as in: azzo kusso-zom 
zimMt&6-le ydbitrdi yilal 'he says "may it likewise 
arrive for the dead"' [zimot(a)-c&-le 'for who 
died']. 

For a subject in a person other than the 3rd 
person, the verb preserves the subject suffixes. 
Examples: yT ziqeqdlneydc sinaindcu 'the lan- 
guages that we mentioned [ziqeqalne-y-2c]; yiy&c 
ziqeqdlneyac zdltdyac 'apart from those whom we 
mentioned' [ziqeqdlne-y-jc]. 

Examples for the imperfect, 3rd person, plural, 
the verb being in the singular: dukkl n yiddlgi- 
zalac 'those who work in [yiddlgizal-ac] the 
shops'; mdtwdxdb-le yidivzalac 'those who come 
[yidigzal-jc] for purchasing'; WM yiqahmizalac 
xainu gir 'if there are many who eat Oat [yiqdh- 
mizal-ac] '; qdbri yixa-rzaldc qdbri yu2calu 'those 
who dig [yixdrzal-dc] the grave go out to the ceme- 
tery'; mdtwaxiiab-le yic. zalcic 'those who go out 
[yuiczal-2c] to buy.' 

With composite verbs: 16 azz-kcusso igir-be kirsir 

yilzaldc 'likewise those who take a walk [yilzal- 
ac] on foot'; iig&6 ljy-w& tihay yilzal&c ind3c&c-le 
yitmdla'alu 'the streets are full of women who 
walk up and down [Uty-wd t1hay yilzal-,a] '; 
ndtnit yds&zaldc' ' those who play the harmonica' 
[ya-zal-ac]. 

The verb is in the plural: harsi bisdya yisi- 
muzaldc6 yitri'alu 'those who sell [ydsimuzal-&c] 
farm products are seen'; tullu mddafa'-be yirgdb- 
guzalac wig'dc 'the children who return [yirgdb- 
guzal-ac] from the "hill of the cannon " '; 
jwobdal-be yisigduzalacu naganidyuhuna 'we find 
those who pray [yisdgduzal-ac] in Awobdal' (with 
-u of the direct object). 

The relative imperfect can also have object 
suffix pronouns. Examples: ddllal yiluyuzaldcum 
halu 'there are those who are called "middle- 
men"' [yiluyazal-dC-um, lit. 'who they call them']; 
7cdbirndt yibizhibeyuzalac tunsus yixdtralu 'those 
in whom piety is abundant [yibdzhibeyuzal-jc] 
prevent the wedding festivities.' 

The relative imperfect -2c is also used as quali- 
fier.17 Examples: yisagdizaldc usu'2cu t astdbeha 
ds&ax 'I might disturb the people who pray [yisdg- 
dizal-&c5] '; yitimzal&c mdbla'6c nirana 'we see 
dishes that are tasty [yittmzal-aC].' 

With zal 'he who is' under the form of z212c 
'those who are.' Examples: biri qa&i zaldc 'those 
who are [zdl-V] outside the gate.' 

With z21a 'he who has ' under the form of 
z2laydc. 'those who have, owners.' Examples: lufh 
z2laydc luthziyu bdrasa ydsalu 'those who have 
[zala-y-ac6] wooden tablets paint their tablets with 
white earth'; yitlcdhalzal t~dba zdlaydc6 'those who 
have [z2la-y-ac&] voices that harmonize'; isahad 
mdq&hi zalayac& yuixbohol ' some coffee shop owners 
[zala-y-&c6] buy it.' 

16 For the nominal plural marker -o66 added to the 
relative clause in Amharic, see M. Cohen, TraitM de 
langue amharique, p. 117. 

"'A 'composite verb' is a verb expressed by a fixed 

stem and the conjugated form of baya 'say' or &~a 
'make, do.' 

17 For more examples of the relative imperfect serving 
as adjective or noun of profession, see my Verb in 
Ilarari, p. 22. Another proof for the treatment of the 
relative imperfect as noun is the fact that the verbs in 
the relative imperfect can be connected with -wd 'and,' 
a conjunction that is normally used with nouns. Ex- 
amples: ydsimzal-wa yikxbizalu mdtkahal-be ' by making 
agree the seller (lit. "he who sells ") and the buyer (lit. 
"he who buys")'; mihalldq yilahdizal-wd ydfirzal 
yimdlhalu 'they choose the one who takes the money 
and who invites.' 
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With zita 'he who is ' under the form of zitaydc 
'those who are.' Examples: fiirdqziyu zitayd' zdr 
yihuru-ma mi yimdlalu 'those whose turn it is' 
[lit. 'those who are (zita-y-dc) in their turn') go 
to the river and fetch water'; agiddly zitayd' s~ir 

yilu-ma ahad attay-be yidgibalu 'those who are 
[zita-y-av] classmates sit in a circle.' 

The negative form is zdltayac 'those who are 
not, apart.' Examples: yiya6 ziqjq&lneyJC zal- 
tyIyac 'apart from those whom we mentioned.' 

THE IMPACT OF KURDISH AND TURKISH ON THE JEWISH NEO-ARAMAIC 
DIALECT OF PERSIAN AZERBAIJAN AND THE ADJOINING REGIONS 

IRENE GARBELL 
HwEBw UNIVRITY, JERUSALEM 

0. Introductory Remarks. 

0. 1. The following paper is the outcome of a 
study of the Jewish Neo-Aramaic dialect spoken 
in Persian Azerbaijan and the adjoining vilayets 
of Van and llakkari in East Anatolia, which was 
undertaken with the aid of the Mary E. Woolley 
Fellowship awarded to the author by the Inter- 
national Federation of University Women for the 
year 1956-1957.a 

The dialect is spoken by roughly 5,000 indi- 
viduals, now mostly in Israel. It is divided into 
two groups of subdialects: (1) the Northern group 
(N), spoken by natives of Rizaiye (Urmi) and 
Shahpur (S a 1 m a s - now practically extinct) 
to the west of the Lake of Rizaiye, as well as of 
Baekale (B a s q a I a) and Yfiksekova (G aw a r) 
in the Turkish vilayets of Van and lakkari, 
respectively; (2) the Southern group (S), spoken 
by natives of Ushnuye (9 I n o) and Naghada 
(S o I d u z) to the southwest of the lake. 
0. 2. Owing to the lack of both written records 
and oral historical tradition, it seems at present 
impossible to fix even approximately the date of 
the settlement of Jews in that region and the 
origin and subsequent development of their dialect, 
which in many respects seems to be closer to the 
Christian dialects spoken in the mountains of 
Turkish Kurdistan than to the coterritorial Chris- 
tian dialects or to both Christian and Jewish dia- 
lects of Iraqi and Persian Kurdistan. 

It is clear that in view of the occupational 

aA full description of the dialect has been given in 
The Jewish Neo-Aramaic Dialect of Persian Azerbaijan. 
The Hague, 1965. Spaced roman type in Neo-Aramaic 
words indicates flatting, cf. 1.21.21, 2.11.11 (3), 2.12.1 

ed.] 

status of the Azerbaijani Jews (who were almost 
exclusively engaged in trading in towns and ped- 
dling in the villages) their dialect has for many 
centuries been exposed to the influence of both 
Kurdish (in rural districts) and Turkish (in 
urban areas). It must be noted that, while all 
speakers of the dialect are fully aware of the 
influence of Turkish (at least in the lexical do- 
main, where, to be sure, it is more marked in N 
than in S), the same is true with regard to Kur- 
dish only for the speakers of S; as to the speakers 
of N, who rarely come into touch with Kurds in 
outlying villages, they have scarsely any knowledge 
of the presence of Kurdish elements in their sub- 
dialect, in spite of the fact that these are by no 
means negligible. 

The Kurdish dialects (K) that have influenced 
the Jewish Neo-Aramaic dialect of the region are 
those of Central Kurdish (CK, spoken in the 
region extending from the south of the Lake of 
Rizaiye to the central part of Persian Kurdistan 
on one hand, and to the Eastern part of Iraqi 
Kurdistan on the other (in both these areas other 
Jewish dialects of Neo-Aramaic are spoken)- 
rather than those of North-Western Kurdistan 
(NK), spoken in Soviet Armenia, Syria and the 
North-Western part of Iraqi Kurdistan. No in- 
ference from this fact can at present be made as to 
the possible trends of Jewish migrations in the 
entire region. 

As for the Turkish (T) source of interference 
with the dialect under discussion, it is naturally 
presented by the co-territorial varieties of Azeri, 
the Southern subdialect of which still awaits de- 
scription. 
0. 3. Several facts contribute to the difficulty of 
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